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ABSTRACT
Predictions of rates of inbreeding (DF), based on the concept of long-term genetic contributions

assuming the infinitesimal model, are developed for populations with discrete or overlapping generations
undergoing mass selection. Phenotypes of individuals are assumed to be recorded prior to reproductive
age and to remain constant over time. The prediction method accounts for inheritance of selective
advantage both within and between age classes and for changing selection intensities with age. Terms
corresponding to previous methods that assume constant selection intensity with age are identified.
Predictions are accurate (relative errors #8%), except for cases with extreme selection intensities in
females in combination with high heritability. With overlapping generations DF reaches a maximum when
parents are equally distributed over age classes, which is mainly due to selection of the same individuals
in consecutive years. DF/year decreases much more slowly compared to DF/generation as the number of
younger individuals increases, whereas the decrease is more similar as the number of older individuals
increases. The minimum DF (per year or per generation) is obtained when most parents were in the later
age classes, which is mainly due to an increased number of parents per generation. With overlapping
generations, the relationship between heritability and DF is dependent on the age structure of the popula-
tion.

IN the absence of selection and with a Poisson distri- and equal numbers of parents per sex in every age class.
Second, rates of inbreeding can be predicted using thebution of family size, expected rates of inbreeding

are related directly to the number of parents: E(DF) ≈ concept of long-term genetic contributions. Rates of
inbreeding are proportional to the sum of squared long-1/8Nm 1 1/8Nf (Wright 1969, p. 212). In selected

populations, however, superior families contribute term genetic contributions of ancestors (Wray and
Thompson 1990). Wray and Thompson (1990) ob-more offspring to the next generation than average

families. This increases the rate of inbreeding of a se- tained accurate predictions of rates of inbreeding for
populations with discrete generations under mass selec-lected population compared to an unselected popula-

tion. Prediction of rates of inbreeding in selected popu- tion, using iterative regression methods. For discrete
generations and mass selection a closed form expressionlations is difficult, because selection decisions are

correlated over generations due to the inheritance of was obtained by Woolliams et al. (1993). For more
complicated selection schemes, however, predictionsselective advantage. Methods accounting for only one

or two generations of selection (e.g., Burrows 1984a,b) became unmanageable due to the recursive nature of
the procedure and the need for predicting the variancetherefore generally underestimate the rate of inbreed-

ing (Wray et al. 1990; see Caballero 1994 for a review). of long-term genetic contributions (Wray et al. 1994).
Recently, Woolliams and Bijma (2000) showed thatTwo approaches to prediction of rates of inbreeding

for selected populations can be distinguished. First, the variance of long-term genetic contributions is re-
lated to their squared expectation, making a separaterates of inbreeding can be predicted on the basis of the

variance of allele frequency, using the idea of accumula- prediction of the variance redundant. Furthermore,
Woolliams et al. (1999) obtained general predictionstion of selective advantages over generations (Robert-

son 1961). Using this approach and equilibrium genetic of expected genetic contributions using equilibrium ge-
netic variances instead of second generation geneticvariances, Santiago and Caballero (1995) obtained

accurate predictions for populations with discrete genera- variances (Woolliams et al. 1993). Using the approach
of Woolliams et al. (1999), Bijma and Woolliamstions under mass selection. Nomura (1996) extended that

method to populations with overlapping generations (1999) obtained accurate predictions of genetic contri-
butions for populations with overlapping generations
under mass or sib-index selection. However, they did

Corresponding author: Piter Bijma, Animal Breeding and Genetics not develop predictions for rates of inbreeding for those
Group, Department of Animal Sciences, Wageningen Agricultural
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tion equations for rates of inbreeding in populations of genes present in individuals in cohort t2 deriving by
descent from i, where (t2 2 t1) → ∞ (Woolliams et al.with discrete or overlapping generations under mass

selection are developed, on the basis of the theory of 1993). In the remainder of the current article, long-
term genetic contributions of ancestors are referred toWoolliams et al. (1999) and Woolliams and Bijma

(2000). These predictions are valid for any distribution as “genetic contributions,” or simply as “contributions.”
Rates of inbreeding are predicted from Woolliamsof parents across age classes, overcoming the restriction

of Nomura (1996), to give a general and practical and Bijma (2000),
method for mass selection with overlapping genera-

E(DF) ≈ 1⁄2 1TNE(u2) 1 1⁄81TNd, (1)tions. These methods are compared to methods of San-
tiago and Caballero (1995) for discrete generations, where 1T 5 (1 1 1 . . . 1), N is a 2cmax 3 2cmax diagonal
and to methods of Nomura (1996) for the special case matrix containing the numbers of parents selected from
of equal numbers of parents per age class with overlap- every category, u is a 2cmax vector of expected lifetime
ping generations. The accuracy of predictions is exam- long-term genetic contributions of parents, i.e., u2 5
ined using simulation. Second, relationships between (u2

i ,1 u2
i ,2 . . . u2

i,2cmax), where ui,s is the expected lifetime
rates of inbreeding and genetic or population parame- long-term contribution of individual i in category s con-
ters are examined, and differences between populations ditional on its selective advantage (which in mass selec-
with discrete and overlapping generations are presented tion is the breeding value), and d is a 2cmax vector of
and discussed. correction factors for deviations of the variance of family

size (Vn) from independent Poisson variances. Through-
out the article, family size refers to the number of se-DERIVATION OF EXPRESSIONS
lected offspring of a parent, not to the number of candi-

Population model: This section describes the popula- dates. With mass selection and fixed no, d takes negative
tion and the selection procedures for which rates of values, showing that DF for fixed no is less than for no z
inbreeding are predicted. This model is also used in Poisson. In Equation 1, categories are exclusive, i.e.,
the simulation. The trait considered is assumed to be individuals are in only one category, and categories are
determined by an infinite number of additive loci, each therefore indexed by s instead of k. The scalar equivalent
having an infinitesimal effect (infinitesimal model; of Equation 1 is E(DF) 5 1⁄2RsnsE(u2

i,s) 1 1⁄8Rsnsds, where
Fisher 1918). Phenotypic values are the sum of additive Rs denotes summation over all exclusive categories.
genetic values (breeding values) and environmental val- To calculate E(u2

i,s), the selective advantage of the
ues, P 5 A 1 E. A population with either discrete or mate has to be included since the mate affects the contri-
overlapping generations under mass selection is mod- bution of an ancestor. With random mating and mass
eled. With parents up to a maximum age of cmax there selection, however, the selective advantages of mates are
are 2cmax categories, one for each sex and age of parent. independent and it is therefore possible to ignore the
Categories are indexed by k or by l, so k 5 1 . . . cmax mate when calculating ui,s and add the mate term when
are males, and k 5 cmax11 . . . 2cmax are females. With calculating E(u2

i,s). The advantage of this is that the selec-
discrete generations, there are only two categories: tive advantage contains only one term (the breeding
males and females that are indexed by s 5 m or f. Before value of the individual), which simplifies the prediction
reproductive age, phenotypes of individuals are re- of ui,k.
corded and remain unchanged over time, so that rank- Rates of inbreeding are predicted in three steps. First,
ing of individuals within categories is constant over time. expected genetic contributions are predicted using the
Within categories, individuals are ranked on their phe- method of Woolliams et al. (1999). Second, E(u2

i,s) is
notype and each year the highest-ranking nk individuals derived and third, ds is derived. Discrete and overlapping
are selected from the kth category, to produce the next generations are treated separately.
cohort. The total number of male and female parents The difference between the current prediction and
of each cohort is Nm 5 Rcmax

k51 nk and Nf 5 R2cmax
k5cmax11nk, respec- the method of Woolliams et al. (1993) is (1) the current

tively. Each sire is mated at random to d dams (d 5 Nf/ prediction is based on equilibrium genetic variances,
Nm), and each dam produces a fixed number, no, of which simplifies the prediction of ui,s (Woolliams et al.
offspring (1⁄2no of each sex), so that for each sex the 1999); (2) the variance of genetic contributions is not
total number of offspring born in a cohort is T 5 1⁄2noNf. predicted separately, since it is related to the mean
The unit of age, i.e., the interval between consecutive (Woolliams and Bijma 2000).
age classes, was 1 year. Genetic contributions and rates
of inbreeding per year therefore will be equal to genetic

Discrete generations
contributions and rates of inbreeding per cohort.

General: The prediction of DF is based on the con- Step 1: prediction of expected long-term genetic con-
tributions: Expected genetic contributions of ancestorscept of long-term genetic contributions (James and

McBride 1958). The long-term genetic contribution are obtained from the linear model (Bijma and Woolli-
ams 1999),(ri) of ancestor i in cohort t1 is defined as the proportion
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E(ri,s|Ai,s) 5 ui,s 5 as 1 bs(Ai,s 2 As), (2) Poisson variances: With fixed no, family size follows a
hypergeometric distribution (Burrows 1984b) and a

where s denotes males or females, as is the expected correction is required according to the second term of
contribution for an average ancestor of sex s, and bs is Equation 1. In this article, the hypergeometric variance
the regression coefficient of the contribution on the is approximated by a binomial variance, which simplifies
breeding value (Ai,s) of the ancestor as a deviation from the prediction. For more complicated selection strate-
the average of the selected group (As) for sex s. In gies, e.g., index selection, a hypergeometric variance
discrete generations, as 5 1/(2Ns) and bs 5 asl/(1 2 may be required (Woolliams and Bijma 2000).
p), where l 5 1⁄2is21

P is the average regression coeffi- With discrete generations, the second term of Equa-
cient of the number of selected male and female off- tion 1 reduces to 1⁄8[Nmdm 1 Nfdf], where ds 5 aTVn(s),deva,
spring on the breeding value of the parent, and p 5

aT 5 (am af) and Vn(s),dev is the 2 3 2 matrix of deviations1⁄2(1 2 kh2) is the average regression coefficient of the of the (co)variance of family size from Poisson variances
breeding value of selected male and female offspring for sex s (Woolliams and Bijma 2000). Diagonal ele-
on the breeding value of the parent (Bijma and Woolli- ments of Vn(s),dev are obtained as Vn(s),dev 5 Vn(s) 2 Vn(s),Poisson,ams 1999). Here, i 5 1⁄2(im 1 if) is selection intensity, which are of the form np(1 2 p) 2 np 5 2np2, where
k 5 1⁄2(km 1 kf) is Pearson’s (1903) variance reduction n is the number of candidates and p is the selected
coefficient, and h2 5 s2

A/s2
P, where s2

A and s2
P are Bul- proportion. Off-diagonal elements of Vn(s),dev are zero.

mer’s (1971) equilibrium genetic and phenotypic vari- For discrete generations the total correction (appendix
ance. a) equals

Step 2: derivation of E(u2
i,s): Substituting Equation 2

and with terms added for the mate, 1⁄81TNd 5
21
8T

. (8)
E(u2

i,m) 5 a2
m 1 b2

mE[(Ai,m 2 Am)2]
Relation to SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995): The pre-

1 o
d

j51

b2
f E[(Aj,f 2 Af)2] (3) diction equation of Santiago and Caballero (1995)

can be related directly to the current prediction. With
E(u2

i,f) 5 a2
f 1 b2

f E[(Ai,f 2 Af)2] random mating and assuming aI,s 5 aO 5 0 (see Santi-
ago and Caballero 1995 for notation), Equations 21

1
1
d 2

b2
mE[(Aj,m 2 Am)2], (4) and 36 of Santiago and Caballero (1995) reduce to

1⁄2Nm[a2
m 1 a2

mQ 2C 2
m] 1 1⁄2Nf[a2

f 1 a2
f Q 2C 2

f ] (Bijma et al.
where j denotes the mate and 1999). This can be equated directly to the first term of

Equation 1, which shows that E(u2
i,s) corresponds to

E[(Ai,s 2 As)2] 5 (1 2 1/Ns)s2
A(1 2 ksh2). (5)

[a2
s 1 a2

sQ 2C 2
s], and also that a2

sQ 2C 2
s corresponds to

b2
sE[(Ai,s 2 As)2]. Santiago and Caballero (1995) useFrom Equation 1, ignoring the second term, E(DF) 5

Q 5 1/[1 2 1⁄2(1 2 kh2)], which is identical to our1⁄2[NmE(u2
i,m) 1 NfE(u2

i,f)]. From Equation 3 and 4 and
1/(1 2 p). Furthermore, they use C2

s 5 1⁄2i2h2(1 2 kh2),the equations for bs, l, and p, predicted DF (see appen-
which is identical to our 2l2E[(Ai,s 2 As)2], where the 2dix a) is
accounts for the mate.

E(DF) 5
1

8Nm

1
1

8Nf
The correction for deviations of Vn from Poisson vari-

ances can also be related to Equation 36 of Santiago
and Caballero (1995). They use Vn(s)(s9,s9) 5 Ns9/1

i 2h2

4(1 1 kh2)2 3(1 2 kmh2)11 2
1

Nm
21 1

2Nm

1
1

2Nf
2 Ns[1 2 Ns9/ñsNs] (see Santiago and Caballero 1995,

Equation 30 and ignore the term C 2
sm), where ñs is the

number of selection candidates per sex of a parent of1 (1 2 kfh2)11 2
1
Nf

2 1
Nf

4.
sex s (ñm 5 1⁄2nod, ñf 5 1⁄2no) and s9 denotes the sex of the
offspring. This is a binomial variance. The deviation(6)
from a Poisson variance (i.e., Ns9/Ns) equals Vn(s),dev(s9,

For Nm 5 Nf 5 1⁄2N, the result simplifies to s9) 5 N 2
s9/(N 2

s ñs). From Equation 36 of Santiago and
Caballero (1995), the total correction of DF equals

E(DF) 5
1

2N
1

1
N 3i 2h2(1 2 kh2)(1 2 2/N)

(1 1 kh2)2 4 . (7) 21⁄8T21, which is identical to Equation 8 (Bijma et al.
1999). Therefore, Equations 21, 30, and 36 of Santiago

The assumption for Equations 6 and 7 is that, condi- and Caballero (1995) are identical to the current pre-
tional on the selective advantage [i.e., conditional on diction for mass selection. A numerical difference be-
(Ai,s 2 As) in mass selection] family size follows a Poisson tween both methods exists because Santiago and
distribution (Woolliams and Bijma 2000), which is ap- Caballero (1995) omit the correction for a finite num-
proximately the case with mass selection when no z ber of parents when calculating their C 2

ss9, which would
Poisson. A numerical example is in appendix a. be equivalent to omitting the (1 2 1/Ns) in Equation

5 of the current prediction.Step 3: Correction of E(DF) for deviations of Vn from
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Overlapping generations many times they were selected throughout their lifetime,
denoted by s.

Step 1: prediction of expected long-term genetic con-
The scalar equivalent of the first term of Equation 1

tributions: Genetic contributions are predicted using
is

Equation 2 again, but now categories refer to sex-age
class combinations, which are indexed by k instead of 1⁄2 o

cmax

s51

nsE(u2
i,s) 1 1⁄2 o

2cmax

s5cmax11

nsE(u2
i,s),

s, so that k 5 1 . . . 2cmax and ui,k is the expected genetic
contribution of individual i originating from its selec-

with the first term denoting males and the second fe-tion in category k. Solutions for ak and bk are obtained
males. The summation over exclusive categories s canfrom Woolliams et al. (1999),
be written in terms of the categories k, for males,

Na 5 [GT 1 (GT * DT)(I 2 GT * PT)21(GT * LT)]Na

o
cmax

s51

nsE(u2
i,s) 5 o

cmax

k51

nkE(u2
i,k)(9)

Nb 5 (I 2 GT * PT)21(GT * LT)(Na), (10) 1 2 o
cmax21

k51
o

cmax

l5k11

min(nl, nk)E(ui,kui,l),

where * denotes element-by-element multiplication, T
(11)denotes the transpose of matrices, I is the 2cmax 3 2cmax

and for females,identity matrix, N is a 2cmax 3 2cmax diagonal matrix
containing the numbers of parents selected from every

o
2cmax

s5cmax11

nsE(u2
i,s) 5 o

2cmax

k5cmax11

nkE(u2
i,k)category (nk), P is a 2cmax 3 2cmax matrix with each ele-

ment, pkl, being the regression coefficient of the breed-
ing value of a selected offspring in category k on the 1 2 o

2cmax21

k5cmax11
o

2cmax

l5k11

min(nk, nl)E(ui,kui,l),
breeding value of the parent in category l, L is a 2cmax 3
2cmax matrix with each element, lkl, being the regression

(12)
coefficient of the number of selected offspring in cate-
gory k on the breeding value of the parent in category l, where min(nk,nl) denotes the minimum of nk and nl (see
G is a 2cmax 3 2cmax modified gene flow matrix connecting also example in appendix b). These summations can
selected offspring to parental categories, D is a 2cmax 3 be written in matrix form, so that for Poisson family
2cmax matrix of deviations of breeding values from the size, the rate of inbreeding per year is
mean of the selected group, a is a 2cmax vector of ele-

E(DFY) 5 1⁄21TNoUo1, (13)ments al, and b is a 2cmax vector of elements bl. Gen-
eration interval (L) was calculated as the time inter- where 1 5 (1 1 . . . 1)T, No is similar to N but has a
val in which genetic contributions sum to 1: L 5 reordering of age classes within sexes so that they go
1/[R2cmax

k51 nkak] (Woolliams et al. 1999). More details and from large to small according to the number of parents,
a numerical example are in Bijma and Woolliams and Uo is a 2cmax 3 2cmax matrix containing a lower trian-
(1999). gular submatrix for each sex (with categories ordered

Contributions predicted from Equations 9 and 10 are as in No), with E(u2
i,k) on the diagonal and 2E(ui,kui,l) as

per year; i.e., they are the long-term contribution of a off-diagonals in the lower triangular submatrices (see
single cohort, not of a total generation. Rates of inbreed- example in appendix b). Note that, although Equation
ing predicted from these contributions therefore are 1 uses exclusive categories s, we have expressed DFY in
also per year. terms of the age-sex categories k in Equation 13. Thus,

Step 2: derivation of E(u2
i,s): For the calculation of the expected genetic contributions for the categories k

E(u2
i,s) one needs to find the lifetime expected genetic can be used directly in Equation 13. Rates of inbreeding

contribution; i.e., one has to account for the fact that per generation were calculated as E[DFL] 5 LE[DFY].
individuals may be selected in multiple categories. With As with discrete generations, E(u2

i,k) has to include
cmax age classes per sex and the ranking of individuals terms for the mates. With overlapping generations, the
within age classes remaining constant, there are 2cmax mate term consists of two elements. The first element
exclusive categories, which will be indexed by s, i.e., is due to the category of the mate as a deviation of the
individuals selected once, twice, up to cmax times for each average category for the sex of the mate, al 2 asex(l). The
sex. Therefore, s 5 1 . . . cmax denotes males selected 1 second term is due to the selective advantage of the
through cmax times and s 5 cmax11 . . . 2cmax denotes fe- mate within its category, bl(Ai,l 2 Al). Therefore, for
males selected 1 through cmax times. The expected life- males, ui,k 5 ak 1 bk(Ai,k 2 Ak) 1 Rd

j51[(al 2 asex(l )) 1
time contribution for these categories is ui,s 5 Rkui,k, bl(Aj,l 2 Al)]; and for females, ui,k 5 ak 1 bk(Ai,k 2
where the sum is taken over the age-sex categories k Ak) 1 [(al 2 asex(l)) 1 bl(Aj,l 2 Al)]/d, where j denotes
from which i is selected. Thus individuals are indexed the mate, l the category of the mate, and sex the sex of
in two different ways, i.e., by whether or not they were the mate. For Equations 11 and 12, expectations of

squared contributions are obtained for males asselected at a specific age, denoted by k, and by how
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E(u2
i,k) 5 a2

k 1 (1 2 1/nk)b2
ks

2
A(1 2 kkh2) o

nmL

i51

1/(2NmL) 1 o
nfL

i51

1/(2NfL) 5 1.
1 d{a2

f 2 a2
f 1 s2

A[(1 2 1/nl)b2
l (1 2 klh2)]f},

Furthermore, Nomura (1996) calculated Q using (I 2
(14) P)21 [P is a gene flow matrix identifying the contribu-

tion of parental age groups to selected offspringwhere k 5 1 . . . cmax, and for females as
multiplied by the proportion of genetic variance re-
maining after selection; Nomura (1996, Appendix)],E(u2

i,k) 5 a2
k 1 (1 2 1/nk)b2

ks
2
A(1 2 kkh2)

which, for his special case, is equivalent to our (I 2
GT*PT)21 (see Woolliams et al. 1999, Equation 10).1

1
d 2

{a2
m 2 a2

m 1 s2
A[(1 2 1/nl)b2

l (1 2 klh2)]m},
Analogous to Santiago and Caballero (1995),

(15) Nomura (1996) calculated C 2
somitting the (1 2 1/ns).

Contrary to Santiago and Caballero (1995) and to
where k 5 cmax11 . . . 2cmax and bars with subscripts m the present study, Nomura (1996) included a term
or f denote weighted averages over mate categories. C 2

ss9 in the calculation of Vn(s) [first term in Equation 22
Cross-products in Equations 11 and 12 arise only from of Nomura (1996)]. Finally, Nomura (1996) consid-

the individuals selected in both categories, which are ered only one generation inheritance of selective advan-
all the individuals selected from the smallest category tage when he calculated the total contribution of age
[i.e., min(nk,nl)]. Cross-products are therefore classes. [See Equation 8 of Nomura (1996), which is

equivalent to solving a from Na 5 GTNa instead of
E(ui,kui,l) 5 ak al 1 [1 2 1/min(nl, nk)]bkbl s

2
A[1 2 max(kk, kl)h2]

using Equation 9 (Woolliams et al. 1999).]
Stochastic simulation: To examine the accuracy of the1 aminbmaxE[Amin 2 Amax], (16)

prediction equations, the breeding scheme described in
where subscript min denotes the category with the lower the “population model” section was simulated and rates
number of parents and subscript max denotes the cate- of inbreeding were calculated from simulated data. The
gory with the higher number of parents. (With random simulation procedure is described in Bijma and Wool-
mating there is no covariance between different mates liams (1999). In the simulated data, an ancestor cohort
of i; therefore, there is no mate term in the cross-prod- t1 and a descendent cohort t2 were chosen (Bijma and
uct.) A numerical example is in appendix b. Woolliams 1999). Inbreeding coefficients of individu-

als in cohorts t1 and t2 were calculated from the simu-Step 3: correction of E(DFy) for deviations of Vn from
lated pedigree, using the algorithm of Meuwissen andPoisson variances: The second term of Equation 1 is
Luo (1992). Rates of inbreeding per year were calcu-1⁄81TNd, where d is a 2cmax vector of elements dk 5
lated as DFy 5 1 2 [(1 2 Ft2)/(1 2 Ft1)](t22t1)21, whereaTVn(k),deva, and Vn(k),dev is a 2cmax 3 2cmax matrix with devia-
Ft1 and Ft2 are the average inbreeding coefficients intions from Poisson variances (Woolliams and Bijma
cohorts t1 and t2, respectively. Rates of inbreeding per2000). Similar to the discrete generation case, Vn(k) is
generation were calculated as DFL 5 LDFy. Results wereapproximated by a binomial variance. Elements of
averaged over 500 replicates.Vn(k),dev and a numerical example are in appendix b.

Relation to NOMURA (1996): Nomura (1996) devel-
oped predictions for the special case of equal numbers

RESULTSof parents per sex selected from every age class (denoted
nm and nf), i.e., for constant selection intensity with age. Discrete generations: For examination of the accuracy
With those schemes every parent is selected in every of predictions and to identify the origin of prediction
category (except for categories with zero parents) and errors, Table 1 shows simulated and predicted DF. Two
there are only two exclusive categories; i.e., males se- types of predictions are in Table 1: DFpred* is the predic-
lected always and females selected always. In this respect, tion using a and b estimated from simulation, and DFpred
schemes with equal numbers of parents selected from is the full deterministic prediction using a and b from
every age class are like discrete generations, i.e., only two Equations 9 and 10. Differences between DFpred and
categories that do not compete for being selected. Bijma DFpred* reflect prediction errors originating from the
et al. (1999) show that Equations 30 and 31 of Nomura prediction of b [in discrete generations, as 5 1/(2Ns)
(1996) reduce to DFY 5 1⁄2nm[a2

m 1 a2
mQ2C2

m] 1 1⁄2nf [a2
f 1 is known]. Differences between DFsim and DFpred* reflect

a2
fQ2C2

f], which is equivalent to the first term of Equa- errors in Equation 1.
tion 1. This result is a rescaling of discrete generations, Generally, errors of the full prediction in Table 1 are
i.e., with discrete generation as 5 1/(2Ns), with overlap- small, most errors are below 5%, maximum errors are
ping generations and two exclusive categories, each con- up to 8.1%, and trends agree well between simulations
tributing half, as 5 1/(2nsL), where L is the generation and predictions. Though errors are small, some trends
interval. Summation of contributions over the number can be observed. Most errors are positive and errors

tend to be highest for Nm 5 10, but errors tend to beof parents per generation shows that they sum to unity:
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TABLE 1

Rates of inbreeding from simulation (DFsim) and from prediction (DFpred*, DFpred) for populations
with discrete generations

h2 5 0.2 h2 5 0.5

no 5 4 no 5 8 no 5 4 no 5 8

Nm d DFsim DFpred* DFpred DFsim DFpred* DFpred DFsim DFpred* DFpred DFsim DFpred* DFpred

10 1 0.0222 0.0225 0.0225 0.0291 0.0300 0.0306 0.0235 0.0243 0.0243 0.0323 0.0323 0.0339
2 0.0186 0.0195 0.0195 0.0226 0.0230 0.0244 0.0204 0.0208 0.0211 0.0261 0.0265 0.0269
5 0.0166 0.0173 0.0174 0.0191 0.0196 0.0203 0.0179 0.0185 0.0187 0.0216 0.0210 0.0222

40 1 0.0056 0.0057 0.0057 0.0077 0.0078 0.0078 0.0059 0.0062 0.0062 0.0086 0.0087 0.0087
2 0.0047 0.0049 0.0049 0.0062 0.0061 0.0062 0.0052 0.0054 0.0054 0.0071 0.0069 0.0069
5 0.0043 0.0043 0.0044 0.0053 0.0051 0.0052 0.0048 0.0048 0.0048 0.0061 0.0057 0.0057

100 1 0.0022 0.0023 0.0023 0.0031 0.0031 0.0032 0.0024 0.0025 0.0025 0.0036 0.0036 0.0035
2 0.0019 0.0020 0.0020 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0021 0.0022 0.0022 0.0029 0.0028 0.0028
5 0.0017 0.0018 0.0018 0.0022 0.0021 0.0021 0.0019 0.0019 0.0020 0.0025 0.0023 0.0023

DFpred*, prediction using a and b from simulation; DFpred, full prediction; h2
0, base generation heritability; Nm, no. of selected

sires; d, mating ratio; no, number of offspring per dam. Standard errors of simulation result were z1% of the estimate.

negative for no 5 8 and Nm 5 100. Prediction errors are h2
0 5 0 and with Poisson family size, Equation 1 reduces

to E[DF] 5 1/(8Nm) 1 1/(8Nf) 5 0.0125 (Wright 1969,partly due to errors in the prediction of b; i.e., DFpred*
is generally more accurate than DFpred. Because we have p. 212).

With no 5 2, one male and one female offspring areapproximated the hypergeometric variance of family
selected from every pair of parents, which gives zerosize by a binomial variance, positive errors for small
variance of family size, b 5 0, and minimal inbreeding.numbers of parents were expected. The correction for
Expected long-term genetic contributions are equal forhypergeometric variances becomes larger with fewer
all parents and the variance of the contributions is zero;parents (Burrows 1984b), whereas a binomial correc-
i.e., expected and realized contributions are equal. Thetion is unaffected by the number of parents. Because
absence of variance of family size with no 5 2 is takenthe correction is a negative value, a binomial correction
into account by the correction of DF for deviations of Vnresults in an overprediction for small numbers of par-

ents. The current prediction was compared to the pre-
diction of Santiago and Caballero (1995). As ex-
pected from the close agreement between equations of
both methods, both methods gave very similar results
(Bijma et al. 1999).

Figure 1 shows the relationship between DF and heri-
tability (h2

0), for Nm 5 Nf 5 20 and for three selection
intensities (no 5 2, 8, or 32 → i 5 0, 1.271, or 1.967).
Though relationships of DF with heritability and selec-
tion intensity can be inferred from other studies (e.g.,
Wray and Thompson 1990), they have never been ex-
plored in detail.

Figure 1 shows that DF has a maximum for intermedi-
ate heritabilities (except for no 5 2), and changes in
DF are more pronounced with greater selection inten-
sity. The maximum of DF for intermediate h2 is due to
the Bulmer effect. When the Bulmer effect is ignored
in Equation 7 (i.e., k 5 0) the rate of inbreeding in-
creases with h2 over the whole range. The logic behind
this is that with increasing h2 the reduction of between-

Figure 1.—Relation of predicted (lines) and simulatedfamily variance increases, reducing the importance of
(symbols) rates of inbreeding (DF) with heritability (h2

0) forthe family component in the phenotype. [Note also that
populations with discrete generations, with 20 sires and 20the intraclass correlation between full sibs [r 5 1⁄2h2(1 2 dams and varying number of offspring per dam (no). no 5 2:

kh2)] has a maximum for h2
max 5 1/(2k), which for a h, DFsim; · · ·, DFpred. no 5 8: n, DFsim; - - -, DFpred. no 5 32: s,

DFsim; —, DFpred.common value of k 5 0.8 equals h2
max 5 0.625]. For
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TABLE 2

Rates of inbreeding per generation from simulation (DFsim) and from prediction (DFpred) and generation
intervals from simulation (Lsim) and prediction (Lpred) for populations with overlapping generations

h2
0 5 0.2 h2

0 5 0.5

diag N DFLsim DFLpred Lsim Lpred DFLsim DFLpred Lsim Lpred

1. {20, 0, 20, 0} 0.0150 0.0156 1.00 1.00 0.0169 0.0173 1.00 1.00
2. {20, 0, 15, 5} 0.0178 0.0185 1.11 1.11 0.0200 0.0207 1.10 1.10
3. {20, 0, 10, 10} 0.0194 0.0206 1.23 1.22 0.0229 0.0235 1.20 1.18
4. {20, 0, 5, 15} 0.0158 0.0165 1.35 1.34 0.0205 0.0209 1.32 1.30
5. {20, 0, 0, 20} 0.0097 0.0104 1.50 1.50 0.0112 0.0115 1.50 1.50
6. {20, 0, 0, 40} 0.0080 0.0083 1.50 1.50 0.0091 0.0091 1.50 1.50
7. {10, 10, 10, 10} 0.0237 0.0247 1.48 1.43 0.0285 0.0290 1.41 1.36
8. {19, 1, 38, 2} 0.0132 0.0133 1.05 1.05 0.0152 0.0148 1.04 1.04
9. {18, 2, 33, 7}a 0.0117 0.0123 1.14 1.13 0.0133 0.0137 1.13 1.13
10. {20, 0, 0, 10, 0, 30} 0.0103 0.0106 1.63 1.62 0.0163 0.0159 1.48 1.43
11. {20, 0, 0, 30, 0, 10} 0.0125 0.0130 1.17 1.16 0.0153 0.0150 1.10 1.10
12. {10, 5, 5, 0, 20, 10, 5, 5} 0.0217 0.0217 1.66 1.58 0.0267 0.0254 1.46 1.41

For no 5 8, N is the distribution of parents over age classes and h2
0 is the base generation heritability. Standard

errors of DFsim were z1% of the estimate.
a no 5 4 for this scheme.

from Poisson variances. Without this correction, DFpred is to draw conclusive inferences. Because the potential
number of alternative schemes is very large with overlap-equal to a situation with h2

0 5 0 and Poisson family size,
resulting in DFpred 5 0.0125. The correction halves the ping generations, a wide range of schemes was evalu-

ated. Only schemes 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 are within the scopeprediction to 0.00625. This is an established result (Fal-
coner and Mackay 1996, p. 69). In the absence of of Nomura (1996). Schemes 1–5 represent a situation

with two age classes with gradually increasing ages ofvariance of family size (which can only be achieved for
d 5 1), effective population size equals twice the actual females. Scheme 6 is similar to scheme 5 but with a

mating ratio of two. Scheme 7 has equal numbers ofpopulation size: Ne 5 2(Nm 1 Nf) and E(DF) 5 1⁄2Ne 5
1/(4*40) 5 0.00625. parents in all categories. With schemes 8 and 9, parents

were ranked on estimated breeding value [EBVi,k 5 h2With higher selection intensities (no 5 8 or 32), DF
increases considerably with heritability. For example, (Pi,k 2 Pk)] across age classes and the highest ranking

Nm males and Nf females were selected across age classes,for h2 5 0.6, DF increases by 54% compared to random
selection (i.e., h2 5 0) for no 5 8, and by 105% for no 5 which gives the highest genetic level of the offspring in

the next cohort (James 1987). This strategy resulted in32. The large increase of DF with selection intensity
originates from the regression of the number of selected N 5 diag{19, 1, 38, 2} for no 5 8 and N 5 diag{18, 2,

33, 7} for no 5 4 (for both h2
0 5 0.2 and 0.5). Further-offspring on the breeding value of the parent, which is

linear in i (l 5 1⁄2is21
P ), giving a quadratic term in DF more, some arbitrary schemes with three and four age

classes were evaluated to show that predictions are also(Equation 7). Large values of l indicate that the popula-
tion descends for a large proportion from only a few accurate for more than two age classes. Prediction errors

of DFL were small, with most ,5%. The maximum errorancestors.
For practical selection intensities (no 5 2, 8), there was 6.6% and most errors were positive. Similar to the

case with discrete generations, positive errors for smallis close agreement between DFpred and DFsim. For large
selection intensities errors are larger (e.g., for no 5 200, numbers of parents were expected due to the binomial

approximation for the variance of family size.Nm 5 Nf 5 40 and h2 5 0.4, an error of 218% was
found). Large errors for extreme selection intensities Generation intervals are systematically underpre-

dicted in Table 2 (except for schemes with only onedo not undermine the general theory, i.e., Equation 1
is still valid, but the linear model (Equation 2) may be reproductive category per sex in which case L is fixed;

schemes 1, 5, and 6). The underprediction is entirelyinsufficient to predict expected genetic contributions
(Woolliams and Bijma 2000). explained by the way Lsim is calculated, i.e., Lsim 5

1/nreplR
nrepl
k51 Lk, where, Lk 5 1/R2c max

l51 nlal; i.e., the genera-Overlapping generations: Table 2 shows simulated
and predicted rates of inbreeding per generation and tion interval is calculated per replicate as the time in

which genetic contributions sum to unity and subse-generation intervals. Predictions of DF using a and b
from simulation (such as DFpred* in Table 1) are not quently averaged over replicates (Bijma and Woolli-

ams 1999). However, if a was averaged over replicatesincluded, because standard errors on b were too large
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rately, which resulted in accurate predictions. Despite
the complex relationship between DF and p2 in Figure
2, where, for example, DFY is nearly constant before
declining sharply, accurate predictions were obtained
throughout. The rate of inbreeding per year has a flat
curve with a maximum for p2 5 0.5, because the increase
of DFL with p2 is counteracted by an increase in the
generation interval, and as a result, DFY 5 DFL/L shows
only slight increase before p2 5 0.5 and steep decrease
after p2 5 0.5.

For random selection, Hill (1979) showed that the
rate of inbreeding in overlapping generations is related
to the lifetime variance of family size and the number
of parents entering the population per generation. The
same pattern can be observed in Figure 2, which shows
that DFL has a maximum when parents are equally dis-
tributed over age classes, i.e., for N 5 diag{10, 10, 10,
10}, where the 10 parents selected in age class 1 the first

Figure 2.—Relation of the proportion of parents from the
year are the same as the 10 parents selected in agesecond age class (p2) with predicted (lines) and simulated
class 2 the next year. Thus only 10 distinct parents are(symbols) generation intervals (L) and with rates of inbreed-

ing per year (DFy), and per generation (DFL), for a population selected from every cohort for this scheme, and with
with two age classes, Nm 5 20, Nf 5 20, h2

0 5 0.4, and no 5 10. L 5 1.41 the number of parents entering the population
d, DFy,sim; · · ·, DFy,pred; m, DFL,sim; - - -, DFLpred; *, Lsim; —, Lpred. per generation equals only 14.1. For N 5 diag{20, 0,

20, 0}, 20 distinct parents are selected from every cohort
and with L 5 1, 20 parents enter the population per

and Lsim was calculated from the average, i.e., Lsim 5 generation. The rate of inbreeding per generation
1/R2c max

k51 nkak, then Lpred and Lsim were in very close agree- reaches a minimum for p2 5 0.95 (N 5 diag{1, 19, 1,
ment (results not shown). This result was expected from 19}). At first glance, this result is counterintuitive; i.e.,
the nonlinear relationship between L and a, so that one might expect approximately equal rates of inbreed-
E[L] differs from 1/R2c max

k51 nkE[ak]. ing per generation for N 5 diag{19, 1, 19, 1} and for
Results from the current prediction were compared N 5 diag{1, 19, 1, 19}. However, for N 5 diag{1, 19, 1,

to results from the prediction of Nomura (1996) for 19}, 19 distinct individuals are selected from every co-
the special case of equal numbers of parents selected hort and, with L 5 1.90, the number of parents per
from every age class. [A comparison was made for all generation equals 36.1.
schemes presented by Nomura (1996).] As expected Line subdivision and migration: As mentioned earlier,
from theory, results from both methods were similar the scheme with N 5 diag{0, 20, 0, 20} has two nonmix-
(Bijma et al. 1999). ing lines. Changing this scheme to N 5 diag{1, 19, 1,

Relationship between DF and distribution of parents over 19} is equivalent to allowing some migration between
age classes: Figure 2 shows the relationship between the both lines. Figure 3 shows a comparison between full
rate of inbreeding (per year and per generation) and line subdivision, line subdivision with migration, and
the proportion of parents selected from the second age one single line for schemes with 2 or 3 age classes. Note
class (p2), for a population with two age classes, Nm 5 that the total number of parents per year is equal per
Nf 5 20, h2

0 5 0.4, and no 5 10. With the exception of comparison. The comparison shows that allowing some
p2 5 0, 0.5, and 1.0, these schemes are beyond the migration between lines substantially reduces DFL (i.e.,
scope of Nomura (1996). Generation interval was also 0.0104 vs. 0.0141 and 0.0075 vs. 0.0141). The smallest
included in Figure 2. On the horizontal axis, parents DF is obtained when lines are joined together ({40, 40}
are shifted from all parents in the first age class (p2 5 with a cohort interval of 2 years and {60, 60} with a
0, N 5 diag{20, 0, 20, 0}) to all parents in the second cohort interval of 3 years). When comparing these rates
age class (p2 5 1, N 5 diag{0, 20, 0, 20}). For p2 5 1, no of inbreeding, it must be realized, however, that the
predictions are presented (i.e., no lines, only symbols), schemes with full line subdivision accumulate a between-
because in this scheme there are two distinct subpopula- line genetic variance equal to 2(1 2 1/nlines)Fs2

A0, where
tions that do not mix; i.e., individuals born in odd- the (1 2 1/nlines) accounts for the fact that the mean
numbered cohorts are one population and individuals is estimated from the sample; i.e., the variance is the
born in even-numbered cohorts are the other popula- observed variance in the sample (Falconer and
tion. This scheme violates the assumption of one ran- Mackay 1996, p. 265). The total genetic variance at
dom mating population in the derivation of DFpred. time t, i.e., s2

A,t 5 s2
A,between 1 s2

A,within, equals s2
A0 for N 5

diag{0, 20, 0, 20} and s2
A0(1 1 2⁄3Ft) for N 5 diag{0, 0,Therefore, the populations should be treated sepa-
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Figure 3.—Comparison between full line subdivision, partial migration, and one line, with an equal total number of parents
per year. Numbers at lines represent the number of parents per sex, h2

0 5 0.4, no 5 6.

20, 0, 0, 20} and therefore the genetic variance is larger
with full line subdivision.

Relationship between DF and heritability: Figure 4 shows
the relationship between h2

0 and DFL, for two breeding
schemes. The first scheme (S1) has most parents in the
first age class, N 5 diag{16, 4, 16, 4}, whereas the second
scheme (S2) has most parents in the second age class,
N 5 diag{4, 16, 4, 16}. With S1, DFL has a maximum for
h2

0 5 0.5–0.6, similar to the discrete generation case (see
Figure 1). With S2, however, DFL increases with heritabil-
ity over the whole range. The increase of DFL with h2

0

for S2 is mainly due to an increased contribution of
parents in age class 1 at high heritabilities. With high
heritability, genetic gain is large, which gives offspring
of 1-year-old parents an increased selective advantage.
This increases the contribution of parents in age class
1 relative to the contribution of parents in age class 2.
For example, with S2 and h2

0 5 0.5, expected genetic
contributions of average parents are aT 5 [0.027 0.012
0.027 0.012], whereas for h2

0 5 0.9, expected genetic
contributions of average parents are aT 5 [0.040 0.011
0.040 0.011]. This result shows that with increasing h2

0

the genetic contributions become distributed more un-
equally over parents, resulting in a higher sum of
squared contributions and therefore in an increased

Figure 4.—Relation of heritability with simulated (symbols)DF. Furthermore, with S2, b increases with heritability,
and predicted (lines) generation interval (L) and with theresulting in increased differences between genetic con-
rate of inbreeding per generation (DFL), with no 5 8, for twotributions of different parents selected from the same different breeding schemes, S1, N 5 diag{16, 4, 16, 4} and S2,

category, which further increases DF. N 5 diag{4, 16, 4, 16}. S1: s, DFL,sim; - - -, DFL,pred; n, Lsim; · · ·,
Lpred. S2: d, DFL,sim; —, DFL,pred; m, Lsim; – - –, Lpred.Rates of inbreeding per year can be obtained from
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Figure 4 as DFY 5 DFL/L, which shows the same trends selection candidates per dam became extremely large
(Figure 2), but these situations are out of the range ofwith h2

0 as DFL. In conclusion, results from Figure 4 show
that in contrast to the case of discrete generations, no most artificial selection programs. Certain species (e.g.,

fish or chicken) are able to produce many offspring pergeneral pattern can be observed in the relationship
between DF and h2

0 with overlapping generations. dam, but the number of selection candidates per dam
is generally lower. High selection intensities in males
can easily be obtained with a limited number of selection

DISCUSSION
candidates per dam when the mating ratio is large. For
these situations predictions were accurate (see Table 1,Explicit prediction equations for rates of inbreeding

in populations with either discrete or overlapping gen- schemes with d 5 5, no 5 8 → i 5 2.063). The errors
with large no were not present for low h2 (results noterations under mass selection were developed, on the

basis of the approach of Woolliams and Bijma (2000) shown), which indicates that the current method is also
applicable to species with a large number of offspringand Woolliams et al. (1999). Except for extreme selec-

tion intensities in females, predictions were accurate for when natural directional selection acts on a trait with
low heritability.discrete as well as for overlapping generations. Though

based on a different approach, the current method ex- In this article, equations for predicting rates of in-
breeding were developed assuming a model of trunca-tends the method of Nomura (1996) to populations

with overlapping generations and an arbitrary distribu- tion selection on a normally distributed trait controlled
by an infinitesimal model of gene effects. The predictedtion of parents across age classes, removing the stringent

restriction of Nomura (1996). Relationships between rate of inbreeding relates to homozygosity (by descent)
at a neutral locus, unlinked to genes affecting the traitrates of inbreeding and genetic and population parame-

ters were also presented. General relationships apparent under selection (Woolliams and Bijma 2000). When
the infinitesimal model does not hold, and the numberin discrete generations could not be extended to over-

lapping generations. For the prediction of rates of in- of genes affecting the trait is large, or when the number
of chromosomes is small, it is questionable whetherbreeding in overlapping generations it is crucial to ac-

count for the inheritance of selective advantage both neutral and unlinked loci exist at all. When loci are
nonneutral, or linked to nonneutral loci, predicted ratesbetween and within categories. For discrete generations

with only two categories (males and females), which do of inbreeding cannot be related directly to the homozy-
gosity at the locus, because a covariance between thenot compete for selection, only competition between

selection candidates within categories is relevant. genetic contribution and the gene frequency will arise
due to selection (Woolliams and Bijma 1999). How-The current method was compared to methods based

upon the proportion of genetic variance transmitted to ever, the rate of inbreeding can still be related to rates
of inbreeding obtained by analyzing pedigrees usingthe offspring, which showed that with random mating,

the equations of both Santiago and Caballero (1995) Wright’s (1922) path coefficient method, or Male-
cot’s (1948) coefficient of kinship, and also to estimatesand Nomura (1996) can be reduced to simple expres-

sions in terms of expected genetic contributions. Santi- of inbreeding depression based on inbreeding levels
calculated from the pedigree. Recently, Santiago andago and Caballero (1995) suggested that the differ-

ences between their results using the reduced genetic Caballero (1998) extended prediction methods for
effective population size to populations with linked locivariance and those of Woolliams et al. (1993) using

long-term contributions were due to the difference in undergoing mass selection but for discrete generations
only.approach. The present results show that the differences

obtained previously were most likely due to errors in the In general, to obtain accurate predictions of DF one
needs to account for more than one generation of inher-derivations involving complex pathways over multiple

generations that were needed by Woolliams et al. itance of selective advantage between categories. It was
sufficient for Nomura (1996) to account for only a(1993). These complexities were avoided by Santiago

and Caballero (1995). However, Woolliams and single generation because of the special case of equal
numbers of parents per age class. In that case, shiftingBijma (2000) were able to derive the present results

using long-term contributions by modeling the transfer contributions between age classes has only a minor ef-
fect on DF because the contributions will remain withof selective advantages in a single generation by assum-

ing an equilibrium. The idea of basing the prediction the same individuals with the same relative fitness, be-
cause every individual is selected in every category.on Bulmer’s equilibrium variances was introduced by

Santiago and Caballero (1995). However, their ap- Therefore the lifetime contribution will not be affected.
For schemes where the number of parents differs be-proach to modeling the inheritance of selected advan-

tage by the proportion of genetic variance retained is tween age classes, shifting of contributions between cate-
gories means shifting to other individuals (at leastcorrect only for mass selection [see Woolliams et al.

(1999) for a general approach]. partly), which will affect the lifetime contribution. Con-
sider, for example, scheme 10 in Table 2 with h2

0 5 0.5:Prediction errors became large when the number of
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accounting for only one generation of inheritance (i.e., ing the appropriate N, as in schemes 8 and 9 in Table
2. An extension to a situation where individuals in oldercalculating a from Na 5 GTNa; Woolliams et al. 1999)

gives DFpred 5 0.0128, an error of 221%; whereas using age classes have more information, e.g., progeny infor-
mation, only requires the calculation of probabilities ofEquation 9 gives DFpred 5 0.0159, an error of only 22%.

The use of the concept of long-term genetic contribu- selecting the same individual on different ages, which
can be done using standard index theory. The methodtions to predict rates of inbreeding has several appealing

properties. First, the derivation of the relationship be- can also be extended to other selection strategies and
modes of inheritance (e.g., index selection and im-tween rates of inbreeding and genetic contributions is

based directly on the probability of alleles being identi- printing), using the key results of Woolliams and Bijma
(2000) and Woolliams et al. (1999).cal by descent, which enhances the intuitive understand-

ing (Woolliams and Bijma 2000). Furthermore, rates In animal breeding, optimization of breeding pro-
grams has focused for a long time on the maximizationof genetic gain can easily be obtained from the covari-

ance between the genetic contribution and the Mende- of genetic gain for the short term, partly because meth-
ods to predict long-term response were not available.lian sampling component of the breeding value (Wool-

liams and Thompson 1994; Woolliams et al. 1999), When rates of inbreeding in selected populations can
be predicted, predictions of long-term response underwhich integrates methods for predicting genetic gain

and rates of inbreeding. Finally, the prediction proce- the infinitesimal model become available. This article
enables methods for the optimization of breedingdure for genetic contributions describes mechanisms

determining the impact of current individuals on future schemes on the long term (e.g., Villanueva et al. 1996;
Villanueva and Woolliams 1997) to be extended topopulations and the turnover rate of genes and gives

therefore an understanding of the mechanisms de- populations with overlapping generations and mass se-
lection.termining the development of the pedigree (Woolli-

ams et al. 1999; Bijma and Woolliams 1999). Because J.A.W. gratefully acknowledges the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
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ping generations. J. Anim. Breed. Genet. 113: 1–16.
Equation 6.Pearson, K., 1903 On the influence of natural selection on the

Derivation of Equation 8: With a binomial distribu-variability and correlation of organs. R. Soc. Lond. Phil. Trans.
A 200: 1–66. tion of family size, the deviation from a Poisson variance

Robertson, A., 1961 Inbreeding in artificial selection programmes. equals np(1 2 p) 2 np 5 2np2, where n is the numberGenet. Res. 2: 189–194.
of candidates (1⁄2nod for sires and 1⁄2no for dams) and pSantiago, E., and A. Caballero, 1995 Effective size of populations

under selection. Genetics 139: 1013–1030. is the selected proportion [1/(1⁄2nod) for male offspring
Santiago, E., and A. Caballero, 1998 Effective size and polymor- and 1/(1⁄2no) for female offspring]. Elements of Vn(s)devphism of linked neutral loci in populations under directional

are therefore Vn(m)dev 5 [21/(1⁄2nod), 0; 0, 2d/(1⁄2no)]selection. Genetics 149: 2105–2117.
Villanueva, B., and J. A. Woolliams, 1997 Optimisation of breed- and Vn(f )dev 5 [21/(1⁄2nod2), 0; 0, 21/(1⁄2no)]. From ds 5

ing programmes under index selection and constrained inbreed- aTVn(s)deva it follows that dm 5 21/[(1⁄2nod)(4N 2
m)] 2ing. Genet. Res. 69: 145–158.

d/[(1⁄2no)(4N 2
f )] and df 5 21/[(1⁄2nod 2)(4N 2

m)] 2Villanueva, B., J. A. Woolliams and B. Gjerde, 1996 Optimum
designs for breeding programmes under mass selection with an 1/[(1⁄2no)(4N 2

f )]. The total correction equals 1⁄8Nmdm 1
application in fish breeding. Anim. Sci. 63: 563–576. 1⁄8Nf df 5 21/(8noNf) 2 1/(8noNf) 5 21/(8T), whereWoolliams, J. A., 1998 A recipe for the design of breeding schemes,

T 5 1⁄2noNf.p. 427 in Proceedings of the 6th World Congress on Genetics Applied to
Livestock Production, Vol. 25. Armidale, Australia. Example. For Nm 5 20, Nf 5 60, no 5 8, and h2 5

Woolliams, J. A., and P. Bijma, 2000 Predicting rates of inbreeding 0.4, selected proportions, selection intensities, and vari-
in populations undergoing selection. Genetics 154: 1851–1864.

ance reduction coefficients are pm 5 0.083, pf 5 0.250,Woolliams, J. A., and R. Thompson, 1994 A theory of genetic contri-
butions, pp. 127–134 in Proceedings of the 5th World Congress im 5 1.839, if 5 1.271, i 5 1.555, km 5 0.839, kf 5
on Genetics Applied to Livestock Production, Vol. 19, Guelph, 0.759, k 5 0.799. Bulmer’s (1971) equilibrium genetic
Canada, pp. 127–134.

variance and heritability are s2
A 5 0.314, h2 5 0.343.Woolliams, J. A., N. R. Wray and R. Thompson, 1993 Prediction

of long-term contributions and inbreeding in populations under- From Equation 6 DF for a Poisson variance of family size
going mass selection. Genet. Res. 62: 231–242. equals DFPoisson 5 0.00625 1 0.00208 1 0.1277[0.02255 1

Woolliams, J. A., P. Bijma and B. Villanueva, 1999 Expected ge-
0.01212] 5 0.01276. From Equation 8, the correctionnetic contributions and their impact on gene flow and genetic

gain. Genetics 153: 1009–1020. equals 21/1920 5 20.00052 and the final prediction
Wray, N. R., and R. Thompson, 1990 Prediction of rates of inbreed- is E[DF] 5 0.0122.

ing in selected populations. Genet. Res. 55: 41–54.
Wray, N. R., J. A. Woolliams and R. Thompson 1990 Methods for

predicting rates of inbreeding in selected populations. Theor.
APPENDIX B: OVERLAPPING GENERATIONSAppl. Genet. 80: 503–512.

Wray, N. R., J. A. Woolliams and R. Thompson, 1994 Prediction Corrections for deviations of Vn(k) from Poisson vari-of rates of inbreeding in populations undergoing index selection.
ances: From Equation 1, the correction equals 1⁄81TNd,Theor. Appl. Genet. 87: 878–892.

Wright, S., 1922 Coefficients of inbreeding and relationship. Am. where d is a 2cmax vector of elements dk 5 aTVn(k)deva,
Nat. 56: 330–338. and where Vn(k)dev is a 2cmax 3 2cmax matrix with deviationsWright, S., 1969 Evolution and the Genetics of Populations. Vol. 2. The

of Vn(k) from Poisson variances (Woolliams and BijmaTheory of Gene Frequencies. University of Chicago, Chicago.
2000). Similar to the case of discrete generations, devia-
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tions from Poisson variances are 2np2, where n is the
number of candidates (1⁄2nod for sires and 1⁄2no for dams)
and p is the selected proportion. The selected propor-
tion in subclass kl, i.e., among offspring in category kAPPENDIX A: DISCRETE GENERATIONS
descending from parents in category l, equals pkl 5

Derivation of Equation 6: Starting from Equations 3 pkgkl/g0
1l, where pk is the selected proportion in category

and 4, and substituting a2
s 5 1/4N 2

s , b2
s 5 a2

s l
2/(1 2 k (pk 5 nk/T), and gkl and g0

1l are elements of the modified
p)2, l 5 1⁄2is21

P , p 5 1⁄2(1 2 kh2), and E[(Ai,s 2 gene flow matrix (G) and the conventional gene flow
As)2] 5 (1 2 1/Ns)s2

A(1 2 ksh2), it follows that matrix (G0), respectively. The element gkl represents the
proportion of selected offspring in category k descending

E[u2
i,m] 5

1
4N 2

m

1
1

4N 2
m

i 2

s2
P

(1 2 1/Nm)s2
A(1 2 kmh2)

(1 1 kh2)2 from parents in category l, and g0
1l represents the propor-

tion of candidates for selection in category k descending
from parents in category l (Woolliams et al. 1999).

1 d
1

4N 2
f

i 2

s2
P

(1 2 1/Nf)s2
A(1 2 kfh2)

(1 1 kh2)2
, Therefore, Vn(l),dev(k,k) equals 21⁄2nodp2

kg2
kl/[g0

1l]2 when the
parent is a male, and 21⁄2nop2

kg2
kl/[g0

1l]2 when the parent
and is a female. Off-diagonal elements of Vn(k)dev are zero

with binomial family size.
Example. For N 5 diag{12, 8, 15, 25}, h2

0 5 0.4, andE[u2
i,f] 5

1
4N 2

f

1
1

4N 2
f

i 2

s2
P

(1 2 1/Nf)s2
A(1 2 kfh2)

(1 1 kh2)2
no 5 4, selected proportions, selection intensities, and
variance reduction coefficients are p 5 (0.1500 0.1000

1
1
d 2

1
4N 2

m

i 2

s2
P

(1 2 1/Nm)s2
A(1 2 kmh2)

(1 1 kh2)2
. 0.1875 0.3125), i 5 (1.5544 1.7546 1.4357 1.1331), k 5

(0.8051 0.8297 0.7877 0.7306). Predicted a, b, genera-
tion interval and Bulmer’s (1971) equilibrium geneticSubstituting those expressions into E[DF] 5 1⁄2NmE[u2

i ,m] 1
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variance and heritability are (see Bijma and Woolliams gories weighted by the number of dams in the catego-
ries, e.g., a2

f (15 3 0.011712 1 25 3 0.007102)/40 51999 for an example of the prediction of a and b)
0.829 3 1024. Similarly, for females E(u 2

i,k) is calculatedaT 5 (0.01974 0.01454 0.01171 0.00710), bT 5 (0.02228
from Equation 15. From Equation 16, E(ui,3ui,4) 5 a3a4 10.01829 0.01251 0.00904), L 5 1.416, s2

A 5 0.3355, h2 5
(1 2 1/n3)b3b4s

2
A(1 2 k3h2) 1 a3b4E[A3 2 A4] 50.3586. The conventional and modified gene flow matri-

0.0000831 1 0.0000254 1 0.0000111 5 0.0001196.ces are (Bijma and Woolliams 1999)
Using Equation 13 (note the reordering) with No 5

diag{12, 8, 25, 15} and

G0 5






0.3 0.2 0.1875 0.3125
1 0 0 0

0.3 0.2 0.1875 0.3125
0 0 1 0






,

Uo 5 E






u2
1 0 0 0

2u1u2 u2
2 0 0

0 0 u2
4 0

0 0 2u4u3 u2
3






G 5






0.3245 0.1755 0.2291 0.2709
0.3276 0.1724 0.2347 0.2653
0.3227 0.1773 0.2258 0.2742
0.3180 0.1820 0.2175 0.2825






.

5 1023






0.5589 0 0 0
0.7868 0.3408 0 0
0 0 0.0946 0
0 0 0.2393 0.1972






,

For N 5 diag{12, 8, 15, 25} there are four exclusive
categories: (1) males selected both at 1 and 2 years of
age (i.e., the eight highest-ranking males), for which the rate of inbreeding with Poisson family size is
E[u2

i,s51] 5 E[(u2
i,k51 1 ui,k52)2]; (2) males selected only E(DFY) 5 1⁄21TNoUo1 5 0.0123. Instead of using the ma-

at 1 year of age (i.e., males ranking 9–12) for which trix form of Equation 13, one can also use E(DFY) 5
E[u2

i,s52] 5 E(u2
i,k51); (3) females selected both at 1 and 1⁄2R

cmax
s51 nsE(u2

i,s) 1 1⁄2 R2cmax
s5cmax11nsE(u2

i,s) with the summations
2 years of age (i.e., the 15 highest-ranking females), for calculated as above.
which E[u2

i,s53] 5 E[(ui,k53 1 ui,k54)2]; and (4) females The correction for deviations of Vn(s) from Poisson
selected only at 2 years of age (i.e., females ranking 16 variances, for sires in age class one to selected male
through 25), for which E[u2

i,s54] 5 E(u2
i,k54). Summation offspring in age class two, is Vn(1),dev(2, 2) 5

21⁄2nodp 2
2g 2

21/[g o
11]2 5 20.0477. The full matrix for siresof expectations of squares and cross-products over cate-

in age class one equalsgories, s, gives, for males, R2
s51nsE(u2

i,s) 5 12 E(u2
i,k51) 1

8E(u2
i,k52) 1 16E(ui,k51ui,k52); and for females;

R4
s53nsE(u2

i,s) 5 15E(u2
i,k53) 1 25E(u2

i,k54) 1 30E(ui,k53ui,k54)
(see also Equations 11 and 12). Vn(1),dev 5






20.1053 0 0 0
0 20.0477 0 0
0 0 20.1627 0
0 0 0 20.4389






.
From Equation 14,

The matrices for other age classes are Vn(2),dev 5E(u2
i,1) 5 a2

1 2 11 2
1
n1

2 b2
1 s2

A(1 2 k1h2)
diag{20.0692, 20.0297, 20.1105, 20.3235},
Vn(3),dev 5 diag{20.0672, 20.0313, 20.1020, 20.2629},
Vn(4),dev 5 diag{20.0338, 20.0144, 20.0541, 20.15957}.1 d5a2

f 2 a2
f 1 s2

A311 2
1
nl
2b2

l (1 2 klh2)4f6
dT 5 [29.554 26.474 26.004 23.168] 3 1025, e.g., d1 5
aTVn(1),deva 5 29.554 3 1025. The correction factor is5 0.0003897 1 0.0001086 1 0.0000606 5 0.0005589.
1⁄8 1TNd 5 0.0004, resulting in DFY 5 0.0123 2 0.0004 5

(Bars with subscript f denote averages over female cate- 0.0119 and DFL ≈ LDFY 5 0.0168.


